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the trees — have become familiar,
but venues become more varied and
challenging all the time: earlier this
month, Ron Holthuysen’s sculpture
park at San Francisco Zoo presented
visitors with 60 realistic sculptures of

rare species.
Just because art appears

in the open air, however, it
isn’t necessarily bucolic in

mood or intention: some of these
works are confrontational and
challenging, or use the altered
observation patterns to
engage with social issues.
Open-air sites evoke powerful
memories and fantasies, in a
way the white-cube gallery

never can, and the relaxed
mood of summer
wandering contributes

to some very special
experiences.

created by the author Horace Walpole
between 1749 and 1776. Its first exhibition
of contemporary art is a solo exhibition of
sculpture by Laura Ford, whose quasi-
nightmarish, quasi-comical animalistic
forms resonate with the bizarreries of
Strawberry Hill. It is curated by Stephen
Feeke, director of Roche Court Sculpture
Park, which mounts superb examples of
art in the outdoors, mixing modern and
contemporary work against rolling hills,
bluebell woods and cattle.

Yorkshire Sculpture Park is one of four
northern institutions celebrating Anthony
Caro: from July 18, a range of Caro’s
oeuvre — from works on paper to large
open-air creations — spans indoor and
outdoor installations.

The south of France is becoming one of
the hottest destinations for summer
plein-air exhibitions. On July 11 the 10-
acre Domaine du Muy opens with a
meandering journey through rugged
terrain punctuated with 30
monumental sculptures by
artists such as Carsten Höller,
Antony Gormley, Sol LeWitt,
and Yayoi Kusama, plus new
commissions.

City spaces, such as Oslo’s
Ekeberg Park — in which Louise
Bourgeois’ hugging giants “The
Couple” seem to hover between

It is not just the money that matters.
British picture dealer Philip Mould, a
former specialist on Antiques Roadshow,
whose own spin-off, BBC1’s Fake or For-
tune? (returning on July 5), is a pacy art
“whodunnit” which regularly attracts
5m viewers, will launch his new Pall
Mall gallery in London Art Week. Just a
week ago a conservationist working on a
large full-length portrait of James II,
thought to be a copy of Sir Peter Lely
(1685-1688), rang him to say they had
uncovered a signature, in clear 17th-
centuryEnglishscript.

The name Robert Wignall has until
now been known only from a miniature
portrait titled “Mr Wignall, Painter”, in
the Victoria and Albert Museum. From
a copy of Lely, Mould’s picture “has
becomeapaintingofconsiderable inter-
est, the only known work of the artist”.
He suggests that not just the financial
gains to be made, but also the profes-
sional gains of the growing band of art
historians, mean there is no danger of
discoveriesdryingup.

One discovery has spawned an entire
book. Colnaghi is displaying the lyrical
conversation piece, “The Sayer Family
of Richmond” (1781), by George III’s
favourite painter, Johan Zoffany. In the
foreground, a meticulously depicted
bewigged young man stands before a
bonneted and aproned matron, sitting,
a book in hand, beside her rumpled hus-
band. Behind, a substantial mansion
rises from gardens that roll down to a
river,crossedbyabridge.

For many years this painting was
owned by the Kimbell Art Museum in
Fort Worth, Texas, who judged it “man-

ner of Zoffany” and misdated the paint-
ing to 1760. Little was known either
about the family or the house. Asked to
do a little research, art historian David
Wilson set off on an exhaustive trail that
culminated in the 2014 book, Johan Zof-
fany RA and The Sayer Family of Rich-
mond: A Masterpiece of Conversation.

Wilson not only establishes the attri-
bution, date and subject but provides a
wealth of information about Robert
Sayer, a prominent publisher of prints
and maritime charts, his second wife,
this eldest son of his first marriage and
the house itself, once the home of two
future kings. What had been merely a
charming scene has become a fascinat-
inghistoricaldocument.

Without any material change it has
also become hugely valuable. When the
painting last came to auction, in 2011, as
“Circle of Johan Zoffany RA”, it fetched
£43,250. This year, when it is presented
in London by Colnaghi, it will be priced
at£2.75m.

London Art Week is aware it cannot
compete on price or glamour with
the febrile contemporary market, but
it offers different excitements: the
thrill of the chase, the joy of rediscovery,
the shock not of the new but of the
newlyunderstood.

London Art Week runs from July 3-10
londonartweek.co.uk

Collecting

I have climbed the stairs to the sunlit
gallery, Ben Elwes Fine Art, on
London’s Maddox Street, run by
husband-and-wife team Ben and
Rachel Elwes. Their small terrier

Wilson greets me, dancing beneath an
intriguing pair of English 18th-century
portraitsofMoroccanambassadors.

This is one of the more than 40 galler-
ies in Mayfair and St James’s, in the
heart of London’s traditional art mar-
ket, that will open their doors between
July 3 and 10 as part of London Art
Week. While Sotheby’s, Christie’s and
Bonhams hold their Old Master sales,
these galleries, mostly specialists in
antiquities, Old Master paintings,
drawings and sculpture, will mount
curated exhibitions and display their
outstandingfinds.

In an Old Master market challenged
by diminishing supply and collectors
interested only in the best, even foreign
galleries have muscled in, hiring gallery
space to show their prizes. It is in these
sometimes aloof spaces, on upper
floors, in quiet courtyards and down
alleyways, as much as in the auction
rooms, thatnewtreasurescanbefound.

I have come to view Ben Elwes’s star
piece for London Art Week: “Return
FromFishing”(c1750-51)bythe leading
French landscape painter of the later
18th century, Claude Joseph Vernet.
This grand, gorgeously lit Italianate
landscape, complete with rocky moun-
tains, walled town and elaborate triple
viaduct, is balanced by a charming
group scene of fishermen and women
beside the river, loading baskets and
hanging nets. Up above, a bent figure
walks behind his donkey into the late
afternoonsun.

When the Elweses found this work in
a small country auction, it looked very
different. The stately viaduct had been
replaced by a clumsy cataract; living
trees had been removed, a dead tree
painted in, and the bent man had van-
ished. Only the skilfully executed chat-
ting fishermen and women remained to
hintat thepainting’squality.

Careful cleaning, comparison with
an almost identical painting in the
Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge, and
a dash to Paris to secure its new attribu-
tion from Dr Emilie Beck Saiello,
author of the forthcoming catalogue
raisonné, transformed this painting
from a nondescript “French school”
daub to a Vernet worth £600,000. Elwes

What lies beneath

London Art Week | In an

undersupplied Old Masters

market, discoveries matter.
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Clockwise from
above: Claude
Joseph Vernet’s
‘Return from
Fishing’ (c1750-
51); Johan
Zoffany’s ‘The
Sayer Family of
Richmond’
(1781);
‘Lucretia’,
attributed to
Philippe
Bertrand
(c1704)
Ben Elwes Fine Art; Colnaghi;
Galerie Sismann

comments, “We were incredibly lucky
tofindthisunderneath.”

This is just one of the discoveries on
show in London Art Week. There is a
previously unseen red chalk drawing
by Cesare Magni, a pupil of Leonardo
da Vinci, the only drawing firmly
ascribed to him (before 1534), pre-
sented by Martin Hirschboeck; there is
a rediscovered marble of the tragic

Lucretia (c1704), twisting away
from the knife in her chest, attrib-
utedtoPhilippeBertrand,seen just

once in public in 1704 and now
exhibited by French Galerie Sis-

mann. Bolognese dealer Maurizio
Nobile will present “The Madonna
Molé” (c1626) by Simon Vouet, known
untilnowonlyfromanengraving.

Perhaps starriest of all, Cesare Lam-
pronti will be presenting what he argues
is the earliest and most authentic of
three versions of “Saint Francis in Medi-
tation” (before 1609) by Caravaggio,
fromaprivatecollection.

These are the trophies of hunches
pursued and gambles taken, the result
of years of research, connoisseurship
and conservation. George Gordon,
Sotheby’s co-chairman of Old Master
paintings and drawings, was the man
behind the spectacular rediscovery of
Rubens’ “Massacre of the Innocents”,
which achieved £49.5m at the auction
house in 2002, the highest price ever
paidforanOldMasterpainting.

This season, his department is offer-
ing a delightful “Holy Family” by Sien-
ese mannerist Domenico Beccafumi
(c1520s-1530s), which had lain
unidentified in a collection, heavily
overpainted, unknown to scholars (esti-
mate £500,000-£700,000). “As Souren

Melikian [art market analyst of The
New York Times] once said, ‘Discover-
ies are the lifeblood of the Old Master
market,’”hecomments.

Such discoveries are essential to
replace the masterpieces sold to muse-
ums; without them this market would
shrinkinexorably.

But, as he says, for every significant
discoverythereare“20or50workswith
over-optimistic attributions that go the
otherway”.Andwhile theprocessofdis-
covery has been aided by new technolo-
gies of conservation and infrared imag-
ing, and by the availability of archives
on the internet, these have not, he
argues,been“game-changers”.

Plain old connoisseurship, the vis-
ceral response that made him buy his
plane ticket the moment an image of
the Beccafumi popped up on his screen,
still counts.

Old Master discoveries are
the trophies of hunches
pursued, the result of years
of connoisseurship

It’s summer, and the art world cools down
for the moment. Within a week or so,
the important sales will be over, and
galleries will start to close their doors for
an August break.

This is the time of year when outdoor
art comes into its own. Across the
continent of Europe, from Scandinavian
islands to Greek beaches, from the rolling
acres of great Irish castles to Russian city
parks, art goes out to play. And across
the Americas too, from Pablo
Atchugarry’s sculpture park in Uruguay
or the subtropical sculpture parks of
Brazil to the northern continent’s great
land-art sites, there’s a chance to rethink
the whole experience of absorbing the
works of vastly diverse artists.

Many of these are public or
philanthropic projects, free to view and

purely for aesthetic delight; others are
commercial galleries in another guise.
The now-annual display at Chatsworth is
an example; mounted in collaboration
with an auction house, it is part showcase,
part exhibition.

Sculpture, of course, is the mainstay of
artistic outdoorsiness. Not only because
of its innate hardiness — weather-
proofing is of the essence — but because
sculptural forms often look doubly fine
when liberated from walls and cubes of
any colour, and set off against leafy
environments, fierce landscapes or
soaring skies.

Or against fantastical architectural
backdrops. One of the new entrants to
the long list of grand English houses
showing sculpture is Strawberry Hill in
Twickenham, a gothicky, castellated folly

Right: Sophie
Ryder’s ‘Sitting’
at Yorkshire
Sculpture Park
Jonty Wilde

ART IN THE GREAT OUTDOORS

Laura Ford works at Strawberry Hill, Twickenham — Gautier Deblonde/New Art Centre

Marc Quinn’s ‘Wilder Shores of
Desire’ (2011) in Yorkshire
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